Strategy for Empire
Nobody has a problem understanding military war for control of territory. There is no mistaking intent
when there are guns, bullets and soldiers advancing on your position. Covert war is a different story.
The objective of control of territory is the same, but the “campaigns” occur in a civilian context with
most of the “soldiers” not even realizing they are engaged in war against their fellow citizens – and
themselves. In this type of war, intelligence, psychology and strategic planning are the weapons.
Intelligence of course, is information, psychology is for analysis of the targets to determine what
incentives will be needed and strategic planning involves defining the steps or phases necessary to
achieve the ultimate goal.
By this time, most people should be aware that following World War II, the United States (CIA) – in
cooperation with the leaders of the European countries waged a covert war on the people of Europe.
Their objective was to build a regional governing structure called the European Union based on the
assumption that diminuation and eventual elimination of the nation-states would prevent future
military wars. The Marshall Plan provided the economic incentives for cooperation and when that
didn’t work, “other means” were employed to remove the roadblocks. Other means includes
everything up to and including terrorism. The only thing it doesn’t include is military conflict.
Regionalism is a top-down strategy of management “reform” and speaking in the language of business,
building empire is “management reform”. The collaboration and collectivization must be authorized at
a level higher than that, which is being collectivized. It also requires that the entities being
collectivized give up governing authority to the high level collective.
A look at the map of Europe, keeping in mind the organization of a nation-state, the political
subdivisions, and the cultural differences between the nations, the personalities of the leaders and the
attitudes of the people should give an idea of the magnitude of the strategic planning and execution of
those plans to build the European Union regional governing structure.
Next, consider the commercial regulatory environment of the nation-states. Laws had to be changed
to bring commercial enterprises under the same regulatory system across borders.
Then, after considering all of that, consider the physical problems of building an integrated whole out
of varied constituent parts that includes everything from electric transmission grids, gauges of railroad
tracks and the linking of systems, and the building of roads for regional mobility.

Since we know that the European Union is a reality, we must now recognize that a strategic Grand Plan
was defined in 1947 and that the first public step toward regionalization of Europe was the Coal and
Steel Agreement between France and Germany:
“The French Foreign Minister, Robert Schuman, in his famous declaration of 9 May 1950,
proposed that Franco-German coal and steel production be placed under a common High
Authority within the framework of an organisation in which other European countries could
participate.” ECSC Treaty

Regionalism in the United States

In 1947, the government of the United States was reorganized to create the structure necessary to
wage the covert war for regionalism on the peoples of Europe and to build the United Nations
Organization to be the eventual policy provider for global empire. Although it was not recognized for
decades (and still isn’t by the majority), the National Security apparatus created in 1947 would
eventually be turned on us – to impose regionalism on the people of the North American continent disintegrating the nation-states while building the regional “management” units out of reach and out of
sight of the voting public.
As with the European Union, trade agreements that the United States signed were not for our economic
benefit – quite the opposite in fact. The trade agreements were designed to destroy our economy
sector by sector to re-create here, the same kind of Post World War II demoralization, poverty and
debt that enabled the empire builders to collectivize the nation-states of Europe. Some of our cities
like Detroit for example, even resemble the bombed out cities of Europe.
Within the context of a post-war economic and social re-creation, the savings and loan fraud of the
1980’s, the banking deregulation leading to excessive credit card debt due to credit card company
usury of the 1990’s, the subprime mortgage meltdown of the 2000’s, the skyrocketing trade deficit that
nobody paid attention to until after 2008 – all makes sense with the understanding that debt creation
was the goal.
The failure to protect our borders leading to mass migration by people from south of the border plus
the massive importation of foreign “refugees” which serves the purpose of cultural disunion plus the
massive importation of foreign workers – to do “jobs that Americans won’t do” and to fill “shortages”
in the American labor market all the while the homes of Americans were being foreclosed and they
were filing for bankruptcy in record numbers and with thousands of Americans standing in line to apply
for bottom of the line Walmart jobs – all makes sense in the context of a campaign of demoralization
and poverty creation. This is a top down war on the people waged by globalists within our own country
and government no doubt in collusion with Europeans in a “my turn – your turn” game of treason.
In addition, “effects-based operations” more commonly called terrorism by the mainstream
propaganda rags, serves a dual purpose of creating fear and a siege mentality in the general population
including the police while giving the people in leadership positions the incentives and justifications
needed for collectivization – for security.

All the pieces put together – the privatization of the 1980’s, the creation of the “common market”
through treasonous trade agreements, the internationalization of our government and the deregulation
of the financial sector with an invitation to steal are all evidence of an intentional and strategic attack
on our nation-state and the people of this country in a covert war waged from the top down by our own
government for the purpose of building the regionally-based, global governance system which we know
is run by profit-making corporations.
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